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Predietions based Oll a reinforcement model of evaluative. 
responses were tested by exposing Ss to strangers' attitude 
scales expressing varying proportiolls of attitudes whieh were 
similar to their own. Attraction toward the stranger, the 
allticipated positiveness of contaet will! the stranger, and 
estimated speed of success in solving a problem with the 
stranger as a partner were all signijicantly related to the 
proportion of similar attitudes expressed by the stranger. All 
jllldings were eonsistent with the reinforeement model of 
evaluative responses. 

In aseries of controIJed laboratory experiments (Byrne, 
1968) it has repeatedly been demonstrated that attraction 
toward an anonymous stranger is a positive linear function of 
the proportion of agreeing attitudes expressed by the stranger. 
The attitude similarity-attraction relationship has been 
interpreted as a special case of an hypothesized relationship 
between reinforcement and evaluation as expressed in a formal 
model proposed by Byrne & Clore (in press). It is proposed 
that the evaluation of a given stimulus object (SO) is a positive 
linear function of the proportion of stimuli with weighted 
positive reinforcement properties associated with SO. Stimuli 
with reinforcement properties (RS) are hypothesized to evoke 
implicit affective responses (AR) which become conditioned 
to any SO paired with RS and, in turn. mediate verbal 
evaluative responses to SO (Byme & Clore, in press; Griffitt, 
1968). 

Within the above framework, agreeing and disagreeing 
attitude statements have been shown to act, respectively, as 
positive and negative reinforcers in a discrimination learning 
task (Byrne. Young. & Griffitt, 1966). In addition, positive or 
negative affect may be conditioned to anonymous strangers by 
pairing the latter, respectively, with agreeing or disagreeing 
attitude statements (Byrne & Clore, in press). 

Jt is proposed that reinforcing stimuli evoke affective 
responses which represent, at least in part. reactions wh ich are 
"anticipatory" (Doob, 1947), "hopeful" (Mowrer, 1960), or 
"expectative" (HuIJ, 1952) of future reinforcing situations. 
The evaluation of a particular SO is considered a direct 
function of the proportion of positive anticipatory ARs 
associated with SO. In a previous investigation (Griffitt, 1968) 
it was shown that attraction responses are more positive to an 
individual from whom positive reinforcement is anticipated 
than to one from whom negative reinforcement is anticipated. 
Although anticipation of positive or negative reinforcement 
was manipulated by way of instructions in the latter 
investigation, it was proposed that RS would evoke 
anticipatory responses which would affect evaluative responses 
in the same manner as the instructional manipulation. The 
present experiment was designed to examine the proposition 
that RS in terms of agreeing and disagreeing attitude 
statements from an anonymous stranger evoke ARs represent
ative of anticipated positive and negative interadive 
consequences associated with the stranger. More specifically, it 
was hypothesized that attraction is a positive function of the 
proportion of similar attitudes expressed by astranger and 
that the anticipated positiveness of a pending interaction with 
the stranger is a positive function of the proportion of similar 
attitudes expressed by the stranger. 

METHOD 
Students in an introductory psychology course at Kansas 

State University were administered a 44-item attitude scale. 
From this initial pool, 27 male and fern ale Ss were selected for 

the experiment. A few wecks after the initial testing. Ss wen: 
requested to participate in the experiment which was 
described as a two-person problem-solving task. Each S was 
requested to evaluate an anonymous same-sex stranger on the 
basis of inspection of his responses to the attitude scale. Each 
S was told that the attitude scale whieh he was to inspect had 
been filled out by another student who, in a second part of the 
experiment, would serve as his partner in a two-person 
problem-solving experiment. The attitude-scale responses 
attributed to the stranger were bogus ones prepared to provide 
.25 .. 50. or .75 agreement with S. The lllythical strangcrs were 
evaluated on the Interpersonal Judglllent Seale. the last two 
items of which are summed to yield the measure of attractioll 
with a range of 2 to 14. In addition, Ss were asked to 
anticipate the nature of their pending interaction with the 
stranger in the problem-solving task through ratings on aseries 
of six semantic differential type scales (comfortable
uncomfortable, bad-good, high-Iow, sad-happy. pleasant
unpleasant, negative-positive). Ratings Oll the lattcr scales were 
scored from I (least positive) to 7 (most positive) and summed 
to yield a measure of the anticipated positiveness of the 
pending interaction with a range of 6 to 42. Further. Ss were 
asked to predict how many minutes it would take for thClll 
and their partners to solve the pending problem by chccking 
one alternative from a scale of minutes rangin.g from I to 30. 

RESULTS 
The means of the attraction responses, interaction 

anticipation responses, and time estimates are presented in 
Table I. Analysis of variance indicated that the agreement
disagreement manipulation produced significant differences 
with respect to the attraction responses (F = 4.64, df = 2/24, 
p< .05), the interaction anticipation responses (F = 6.75, 
df= 2/24, p< .01), and the time estimates (F = 5.18, 
df = 2/24, p < .05). 

DISCUSSION 
As hypothesized, the proportion of similar attitudes 

expressed by astranger is significantly related to attraction 
toward the stranger and to the anticipated positiveness of 
future contact with the stranger. An obvious question, of 
course, concerns the ordering of the responses referred to 
above. That is, the present model hypothesizes that 
anticipatory affective responses mediate verbal evaluative 
responses to the stranger while the results of the present 
experiment demonstrate only that differing proportions of 
similar attitudes evoke differential anticipatory responses ami 
differential attraction responses. Whether the anticipatory 
responses precede and mediate attraction responses is not 
clear. When considered in light of the results of a previolls 
investigation (Griffitt, 1968), however, the hypo thesis that the 
anticipatory responses mediate, at least in part, the attraction 
responses appears to be supported. That is, the previous study 
demonstrated that direct manipulations of an ticipated 
positiveness of future contact affect attraction responses 
(anticipated positiveness -> attraction) while the present 
investigation has shown that attitude similarity-dissimilarity 
affects the anticipated positiveness of future contact 
(similarity-dissimilarity (RS) -> anticipated positiveness) and 

Table 1 
Mean Attraction, Antieipated Positiveness, and Time Estimate 

Responses as a Function of Attitude Similarity 

Attraction 
Anticipated Positiveness 
Time Estimates (min) 

.25 
7.22 

24.22 
24.22 

.50 
8.11 

25.44 
19.11 

.75 
10.56 
32.33 
16.33 
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experimental deceptions were explained to the Ss and all 
questions about the procedure were answered. 

RESULTS 
As a check on the effectiveness of the attraction 

manipulation, the preinteraction ratings of partners by Ss in 
the HA and LA conditions were examined in an analysis of 
variance. There was a very strong effect for Attraction 
(F = 97.49; df = 1,72; P < .00 I) in the expected direction, and 
a main effect for Sex (F=3.99; df= 1,72; p< .05), with 
females giving more favorable ratings than did males. 

The major index of cooperation was frequency of play in 
the al bl cells of the two matrices. For analysis, frequencies 
were suinmed over 25 trial blocks; the pair was the unit of 
analysis. Due to heterogeneity of variance, analysis of variance 
was performed on arcsin transformed scores (X' = 2 arcsin 
';X). Frequency of cooperative play decreased from Block I 
to Block 2, and thereafter increased (main effect for trials: 
F = 3.14; df = 3,144; p< .05). In addition, a main effect for 
conflict ofinterest (F = 3.58; df= 1,48; p = .06) indicated that 
the LC generated more cooperation than HC, while fern ales 
tended to cooperate more than did males (F = 3.24; df = 1,48; 
p = .07). Although the HA means were higher than the LA 
means, the effect was not significant. However, a tabulation of 
mutually cooperative "lockins" (15 trials of al bl play out of 
any set of 20 consecutive trials) suggested that such lockins 
were increasingly likely as attraction increased (x2 = 6.91; 
df = 2; p< .05). For HA conditions there were 12 cooperative 
lockins, for NA, 7, and for LA, 4. 

Exarnination of mutual punishment (the a2, b2 cell) yielded 
results similar to those for cooperation; there was more mutual 
punishment in the HC than in the LC condition (F = 4.18; 
df= 1,48; p< .05); and more for males than for females 
(F = 5.01; df= 1,48; p< .05). Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric 
analysis of variance (Hays, 1963) of effects of attraction upon 
mutual punishment, for LC and HC separately shows a 
significant difference by attraction in the expected direction 
for the HC condition (p< .05), though not for LC condition. 
In addition, a2 b2 lockins are related to attraction: eight of 
the LA pairs, six of the NA, and none of the HA pairs have 
such lockins (x2 = 9.68; df= 2; p < .05). 

Finally, the effects of interaction upon attraction were 
examined by including the average pre- and postinteraction 
ratings on the Semantic-Differential items in an analysis of 
variance. Interpretation was rendered difficult by a four-way 
(Attraction by Conflict of Interest by Sex by Time) 

interaction (F = 4.96; df= 1,32; p< .05). However, in general 
it appears that males became less attracted to each other over 
time, except for those in the LA, HC condition, where they 
became more attracted; females become more attracted to 
each other over time. 

DISCUSSION 
Results from the present study provide no support at all for 

the balance position (Swingle, 1966), and suggest that dyadic 
cooperation in the prisoner's dilemma game and in the 
bargaining game used by Krauss (1966) is affected in similar 
ways by attraction and conflict of interest. Whether the 
discrepancy between the present results and those implied by 
Swingle's study is due to the absence in the present study of 
competition-relevant norms which may accompany friendship, 
or to the presence of a presumably rare event of trust violation 
by a friend in Swingle's study is not elear. However, the 
agreement of some of the Oskamp & Perlman (1967) findings 
with those of Swingle suggests that differences between mere 
attraction and friendship contain the explanation. 
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